Stress activates a complex network of hormones known as the Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenal 12 (HPA) axis. The HPA axis is dysregulated in chronic stress and psychiatric disorders, but the 13 origin of this dysregulation is unclear and cannot be explained by current HPA models. To 14 address this, we developed a new mathematical model for the HPA axis that incorporates 15 changes in the total functional mass of the HPA hormone-secreting glands. The mass changes 16 are caused by the HPA hormones which act as growth factors for the glands in the axis. We 17
Introduction 45
A major hormone system that responds to stress is the HPA axis (Tsigos & Chrousos, 2002; 46 Zavala et al, 2019; Melmed et al, 2015; Hosseinichimeh et al, 2015) . Activation of the HPA 47 axis results in the secretion of cortisol, which has receptors in almost all cell types, and exerts 48 widespread effects on metabolism, immunity and behavior, to help the organism cope with 49 stress. The HPA axis is organized in a cascade of hormones ( Figure 1A ): physiological and 50 psychological stresses cause secretion of CRH from the hypothalamus (H in Figure 1A ). CRH 51 causes the pituitary corticotroph cells to secrete ACTH, which in turn causes the adrenal cortex 52 to secrete cortisol. Cortisol negatively feeds back on the secretion of the two upstream 53
hormones. 54
The HPA axis is dysregulated in a wide range of physiological and pathological 55 conditions. HPA dysregulation is measured by an assay of HPA function called the CRH test. 56
In the CRH test, CRH is administered and cortisol and ACTH dynamics are measured for a 57 few hours ( Figure 1B) . Major depression is associated with a blunted (reduced) ACTH 58 response (Gold et al, 1986b; Bardeleben & Holsboer, 1989; Holsboer et al, 1984) in the CRH 59 test ( Figure 1C ), as well as with elevated baseline cortisol (Murphy, 1991) . Elevated cortisol 60 and blunted ACTH responses are also observed in other conditions that involve prolonged HPA 61 axis activation, including anorexia nervosa (Gold et al, 1986a) , alcohol abuse disorder (von 62
Bardeleben et al, 1989) ( Figure 1D ), and pregnancy (Magiakou et al, 1996) . 63
In these conditions, one can see three stages of HPA axis dysregulation after HPA over-64 activation stops (e.g. by weight normalization after anorexia, cessation of alcohol consumption, 65 and childbirth respectively). The stages are defined in Figure 1D . The first stage occurs right 66 after the over-activation stops. In this early withdrawal stage, ACTH is blunted and cortisol is 67 high. In the second stage of intermediate withdrawal, which occurs 2-6 weeks after resolution 68 of HPA over-activation, cortisol returns to baseline levels but ACTH remains blunted. This 69 ACTH blunting may be causal for some of the clinical aspects of these conditions, since ACTH 70 is co-regulated with other peptides that modulate pain and mood (Adinoff et al, 2005 ; ACTH response and hypercortisolemia, which resolves within 6-24 months after weight normalization-data from (Gold et al, 1986a ).
81
However, 3-4 weeks after weight normalization, cortisol dynamics are normal whereas ACTH dynamics are blunted. Pregnancy is associated 82 with elevated cortisol levels due to CRH secretion by the placenta. 3 weeks after delivery, cortisol levels and dynamics return to normal,
83
whereas ACTH dynamics are blunted-data from (Magiakou et al, 1996) . After 12 weeks, ACTH dynamics normalize as well. Individuals 84 recovering from alcohol abuse show hypercortisolemia and blunted ACTH response after admission -data from (von Bardeleben et al, 1989).
85
After 2-6 weeks, these individuals show normal cortisol dynamics, but blunted ACTH responses persist. In all panels, patient data are denoted 86 by thin gray line, and controls by a thicker black line.
88
The dysregulation of the HPA axis is not understood by the existing mechanistic models 89 of the HPA axis. The models cannot show the middle withdrawal phase with persistent blunting 90 of ACTH responses despite the resolution of hyper-cortisolemia. This is because in current 91 models, the dynamics of ACTH are strongly associated with the dynamics of cortisol, and so 92 once cortisol normalizes, so should ACTH, within minutes to hours. Likewise, current models 93 cannot explain how a deficient ACTH response produces a normal cortisol response, given that 94 process on the scale of weeks that decouples the dynamics of ACTH and cortisol. This 96 timescale cannot be readily explained by existing models of the HPA axis, where the relevant 97 timescale is the lifetime of hormones, which is minutes to hours (Bingzheng et al, 1990 Cidlowski, 2002). This process, however, does not break the association between ACTH and 102 cortisol, and cannot explain, on its own, the observed dysregulation. 103
Here we provide a mechanism for HPA axis dysregulation, and more generally for HPA 104 dynamics on the scale of weeks. To do so, we add to the classic model two additional 105 interactions which are experimentally characterized but have not been considered on the 106 systems level. These are the interactions in which the HPA hormones act as the primary growth 107 factors for the cells in their downstream glands. This causes the functional mass of the HPA 108 glands to change over time, where by 'functional mass of a gland' we mean the total capacity 109 of the cells for the secretion of a hormone. A large body of research, beginning with Hans Selye 110 in the 1930s, showed that the mass and number of adrenal cortisol-secreting cells increases 111 under stress. Subsequent studies established the role of ACTH as the principle regulator of the 112 functional mass of the adrenal cortex (Swann, 1940; Lotfi & de Mendonca, 2016) . Imaging 113 and post-mortem studies also showed that adrenal mass increases in humans suffering from 114 major depression (Nemeroff et al, 1992; Amsterdam et al, 1987; Dorovini-Zis & Zis, 1987; 115 Dumser et al, 1998; Szigethy et al, 1994; Rubin et al, 1996; Ludescher et al, 2008) , and returns 116 to its original size after remission (Rubin et al, 1995) . 117
Similarly, CRH causes the growth of pituitary corticotrophs that secrete ACTH. 118
Prolonged administration of CRH, or a CRH-secreting tumor, leads to increases in corticotroph 119 cell mass (Gertz et al, 1987; Westlund et al, 1985; Carey et al, 1984; Horvath, 1988; 120 Schteingart et al, 1986; O'Brien et al, 1992; Asa et al, 1992) as well as ACTH output (Bruhn 121 et al, 1984; Young & Akil, 1985) . Adrenalectomy, which removes negative feedback inhibition 122 from the HPA axis, shows similar effects in rodents (Bruhn et al, 1984; Westlund et al, 1985 ; Changes in functional masses can occur by hypertrophy (enlarged cells) and/or 126 hyperplasia (more cells); the exact mechanism does not matter for the present analysis. The 127 changes in functional mass take weeks, due to the slow turnover time of cell mass. Such 128 changes in functional mass have been shown in other hormonal axes (the insulin-glucose 129 system) to provide important functions, including dynamical compensation, in which gland 130 mass changes buffer variations in physiological parameters (Karin et al, 2016) . 131
We therefore asked whether the interplay of interactions between hormones and gland 132 mass in the HPA axis can explain the observed dysregulation of the HPA axis on the timescale 133 of weeks in the pathological and physiological situations mentioned above. We also tested 134 other putative slow processes such as epigenetic regulation of GR (and more generally, GR 135 resistance), slow changes in the input signal, or changes in the removal rate of cortisol. 136
Our model incorporates both the hormonal interactions and the gland mass dynamics 137 in the HPA axis. The model incorporates cortisol feedback through the high-affinity cortisol 138 receptor MR (mineralocorticoid receptor) and the low-affinity receptor GR. We find that 139 prolonged HPA activation enlarges the functional masses of the pituitary corticotrophs and 140 adrenal cortex, and that the recovery of these functional masses takes weeks after stress is 141 removed. The dynamics of this recovery explains the observed HPA dysregulation: ACTH 142 responses remain blunted for weeks after cortisol has normalized. Other putative slow 143 processes that we tested cannot explain this dysregulation because they do not break the strong 144 association between ACTH and cortisol. We further show that the GR protects the HPA axis 145 against this dysregulation after high levels of stress, providing an explanation for the 146 association between deficient GR feedback and depression. Finally, we demonstrate the 147 physiological advantages conferred by the control of functional mass. Thus, functional mass 148 changes provide an integrated explanation of HPA dysregulation and dynamics on the scale of 149 weeks to months. 150
Results 151
A new model for HPA axis dynamics that includes functional mass changes 152
We begin by showing that the classic HPA model cannot produce the observed 153 dysregulation. We then add new equations for the gland masses and show that they are 154 sufficient to explain the dysregulation. 155
The classical understanding of the HPA model is described by several minimal models 156 These models are designed to address the timescale of hours to days, and capture HPA 158 dynamics on this timescale including circadian and ultradian rhythms. The input to these HPA 159 models is the combined effects of physical and psychological stresses, including low blood 160 glucose, low blood pressure, inflammation signals, psychological stressors, or effects of drugs 161 such as alcohol. All inputs acting at a given time-point are considered as a combined input signal which we denote as u. The concentration of the three hormones CRH, ACTH and cortisol 163 are " , $ , % . The three-hormone cascade, with feedback by % , is described by 164
where the hormone secretion parameters are " , $ , % , and hormone removal rates are 168 " , $ , % . Hormone half-lives, given by log 2 / : , are minutes for " and $ , and 90 minutes 169 for % (Bingzheng et al, 1990) (Table 1 ). The feedback functions " ( % ) and $ ( % ) are Hill 170 equations which describe the negative effect of cortisol on secretion of x1 and x2 (see Methods). 171
These equations have a single stable steady-state solution (Andersen et al, 2013) . Their 172 response to prolonged stress, namely a pulse of input u(t) that lasts for a few weeks, shows 173 elevated hormones during the stress, and a return to baseline within hours after the stress is 174 over. Figure 2A shows a simulated CRH test, in which external CRH is added at a given time-175 point. ACTH shows no blunted ACTH responses in either early, intermediate or late 176 withdrawal phases (Figure 2A ). This behavior can also be shown analytically (Methods). 177
To describe HPA dynamics over weeks, we add to the classic model two interactions 178 between the hormones and the total functional mass of the cells that secrete these hormones. 179
We introduce two new variables, the functional mass of the corticotrophs, C(t), and the 180 functional mass of the adrenal cells that secrete cortisol, A(t). To focus on the role of the mass, 181
we separate the secretion parameters into a product of secretion per cell times the total cell. 182
The secretion parameter of ACTH is thus $ = $ , where C is the corticotroph mass and $ 183 is the rate of ACTH secretion per unit corticotroph mass. The parameter $ includes the 184 metabolic capacity of the corticotrophs, the number of CRH receptors and the total blood 185 volume which dilutes out ACTH. A similar equation describes the secretion parameter of 186 cortisol, % = % . To isolate the effects of mass changes, we assume for simplicity that the 
Where the cell-mass production rates are > " and @ $ , and the cell-mass removal rates 195 are > and @ . The removal rates are taken from experimental data that indicate cell half-lives 196 of days-weeks (Swann, 1940; Westlund et al, 1985; Gulyas et al, 1991) . We use half-life of 6 197 days for C and 12 days for A (parameters given in Table 1 ), but the results do not depend 198 sensitively on these parameters, as shown below. 199
The new model thus has five equations, three on the fast timescale of hours, and two on the 200 slow timescale of weeks. One can prove that they have a single stable steady state. We non-201 dimensionalized the equations to provide hormone and cell-mass steady state levels of 1 202 (Methods Eq. 6-10). 203
Model shows HPA axis dysregulation after prolonged activation 204
The HPA model with gland mass changes captures the experimentally observed 205 dysregulation ( Figure 2AB ). In response to a prolonged stress input u of a few weeks or longer, 206 the adrenal gland mass A and corticotroph mass C both grow. When the pulse is over, the 207 glands are large ( Figure 2B -early withdrawal). They gradually return to baseline, but the 208 corticotroph mass returns with an undershoot, dropping below baseline mass and then returning 209 over several weeks ( Figure 2B ). These qualitative properties of the dynamics can be shown 210 analytically (Methods), and do not depend on model parameters. These transients of gland 211 masses are at the core of the hormone dysregulation. 212 
216
To account for the control of corticotroph growth by CRH and adrenal cortex growth by ACTH, we added to classic HPA model two equations 217 that represent the dynamics of the functional mass of corticotrophs (C) and the adrenal cortex (A). (Inset) Such dynamics explain, for example, 218 the enlarged adrenals of stressed rats (inset, right) compared with control (inset, left), adapted from (Selye, 1952) . The model shows the three 219 distinct phases of HPA axis dysregulation observed in experiments. At the end of a prolonged stress period, the adrenal mass is enlarged and 220 the corticotroph mass is slightly enlarged, which results in hypercortisolemia and blunted ACTH responses in the CRH test. After a few weeks, 221 corticotroph mass drops below baseline, while adrenal mass is slightly enlarged, causing normal cortisol dynamics with blunted ACTH 222 responses to the CRH test. Finally, after a few months both tissue masses return to normal, leading to normalization of both cortisol and ACTH 223 dynamics. In all panels, simulations are of a CRH test (Methods), where 'case' is after stress and 'control' is after basal HPA axis activation, 224 as described in Figure 3 .
226
The changed masses of the glands affect the response of the hormones to a CRH test. 227
In early withdrawal, cortisol is high and ACTH responses are blunted ( Figure 2B ). Then, for a 228 To understand these dynamics in detail, we plot in Figure 3 the full behavior of the 233 functional masses and hormones during and after the pulse of input. Importantly, the qualitative 234 conclusions are insensitive to the precise values of the model parameters. Figure 3 shows the 235 dynamics of corticotroph and adrenal masses ( Figure 3B ), as well as the hormone levels ( Figure  236 3C) during and after a prolonged pulse of stress input. To compare to CRH tests, we also 237 simulated a CRH test at each time-point ( Figure 3D ). To summarize the result of the CRH tests, 238
we plot the ratio of the peak hormone level after CRH administration relative to a control CRH 239 test without the prolonged stress input ( Figure 3E ). Blunted responses correspond to values 240 less than 1. 
247
CRH test in steady-state with basal input conditions (control). In E, the response to a CRH test given at time t is shown as a function of t. thus, 248 this is the predicted response to CRH tests done at different days during and after the stressor. The model (black lines) shows blunted (reduced) 249 responses to CRH tests after the stress similar to those observed in Figure 1 , as well as a mismatch between cortisol and ACTH dynamics that 250 develops a few weeks after cessation of stress.
252
One can see two phases during the stress pulse. The initial phase occurs after the onset 253 of the stressor and before adaptation to the stressor (Marked ONSET in Figure 3 ). It lasts 254 several weeks. In this phase, the increase in input u causes elevated levels and responses of 255 CRH, ACTH and cortisol ( Figure 3C ). However, over weeks of stress input, the corticotroph 256 and adrenal masses grow ( Figure 3B ). These gland masses thus effectively adjust to the 257 stressor, as example of the more general phenomenon of dynamical compensation in 258 physiological systems (Karin et al, 2016) . The mass growth causes a return to baseline of 259 hypothalamic CRH and ACTH, due to negative feedback by cortisol. More precisely, a larger 260 adrenal functional mass means that less ACTH is needed to produce a concentration of cortisol 261 that drives ACTH down to baseline. Such a return to baseline is called exact adaptation. Exact adaptation is a robust feature 263 of this circuit due to a mathematical principle in the functional mass equations, Eq. 4,5, called 264 integral feedback (Karin et al, 2016 ) (Methods). The only steady-state solution of Eq. 4,5 is 265 that the hormones x1 and x2 balance proliferation and growth parameters. Exact adaptation does 266 not occur in models without the effects of functional mass changes -the hormones do not adapt 267 to the stressor (Figure S1, Supplementary Information 1) . 268
The enlarged functional masses results in elevated cortisol levels during the stress 269 period, but in adapted (that is, baseline) levels of CRH, ACTH, and blunted responses of CRH 270 and ACTH to inputs ( Figure 3E ). During prolonged stress there is thus a transition from an 271 elevated to a blunted response of ACTH that occurs due to changes in functional masses, and 272 results from cortisol negative feedback. 273
At the end of the prolonged stress pulse, the Early Withdrawal (or EW) phase, the 274 functional masses are abnormal, and take weeks to months to recover. This fundamental 275 process is the reason for the hormonal dysregulation that is the subject of this study. In the first 276 weeks after the stressor is removed, the adrenal and corticotroph functional masses shrink, 277 accompanied by dropping cortisol levels. ACTH responses are blunted, and blunting may even 278 worsen over time. 279
Then, cortisol and CRH levels and responses simultaneously normalize. This marks the 280 beginning of the next phase, Intermediate Withdrawal (IW, Figure 3 ). In this phase, ACTH 281 responses remain blunted, despite the fact that cortisol is back to baseline, because adrenal 282 functional mass is enlarged, and corticotroph functional mass is deficient. Finally, over time, 283 the entire dynamics of the HPA axis normalize (Late Withdrawal, LW in Figure 3 ), and the 284 system has fully recovered. 285
These recovery phases are robust features of the HPA model with mass dynamics. After 286 withdrawal of the stressor, cortisol and CRH levels and dynamics recover together, before the 287 recovery of ACTH. This order occurs regardless of parameter values such as turnover times of 288 the tissues (proof in Methods). The intuitive reason for this is that before CRH returns to 289 baseline, the growth rate of the pituitary corticotrophs is negative, preventing ACTH from 290 returning to baseline. 291
We conclude that the gland-mass model is sufficient to explain the dynamics of 292 recovery from chronic HPA activation in the conditions mentioned in the introduction -293 anorexia, alcohol addiction, and pregnancy (Figure 3) . In order to explain the timescales of 294 recovery, the only model parameters that matter are the tissue turnover times. Good agreement 295 is found with turnover times on the scale of 1-3 weeks for the corticotrophs and adrenal cortex cells (see Figure S2 for comparison of different turnover times, Supplementary Information 2) . 297
The model therefore explains how ACTH responses remain blunted despite normalization of 298 cortisol baseline and dynamics. 299
We also tested several alternative mechanisms with a slow timescale of weeks. We 300 tested models with constant gland masses and the following processes to which we assigned 301 time constants on the order of one month: GR resistance following HPA activation ( Figure S1 , 302 purple lines), slow changes in input signal ( Figure S1 , blue lines), and slow changes in cortisol 303 removal rate ( Figure S1, gray lines) . None of these models shows the dysregulation that we 304 consider. The reason is that these slow processes do not cause a mismatch between ACTH and 305 cortisol needed to capture the blunting of ACTH despite normal cortisol responses during 306
Deficient GR feedback exacerbates HPA dysregulation following prolonged stress 308
We next considered the role of glucocorticoid receptor (GR) in recovery from 309 prolonged HPA activation. GR mediates the negative feedback of cortisol on CRH and ACTH 310 secretion. Impaired feedback by GR is observed in many cases of depression. For example, 311 administration of dexamethasone, which binds the GR in the pituitary, fails to suppress cortisol 312 secretion in the majority of individuals suffering from depression (Coppen et al, 1983) . The relation between depression and impaired GR function seems paradoxical, since 319 GR signaling mediates many of the detrimental effects associated with high cortisol levels such 320 as hippocampal atrophy (Sapolsky et al, 1985) . One explanation for the association between 321 impaired GR feedback and depression is that impaired GR feedback leads to failure of the HPA 322 axis to terminate the stress response on the timescale of hours, leading to excessive cortisol 323 Here we present an additional explanation for the association between GR feedback 327 and depression, based on the functional mass dynamics model. Model simulations show that 328 negative feedback by GR protects the HPA axis against large changes in hormone levels and 329 responses on the timescale of weeks after a prolonged stress input ( Figure 4A ). The impaired dynamics of cortisol and ACTH is reduced when GR affinity is high. In other words, 331 dysregulation is more severe the weaker the feedback from GR. 332 333 Figure 4 . GR provides resilience to the HPA axis against prolonged stressors. Here we show the dynamics of the HPA axis during and 334 after a prolonged pulse of stress, described in Figure 3 , for CD =2 (strong feedback), CD =4 (moderate feedback), and CD =8 (weak feedback).
335
Stronger feedback from the GR attenuates the dysregulation of all HPA axis hormones.
337
The reason for this effect is as follows. After an increase in stress levels ( " → $ ), the 338 adrenal gland mass increases ( Figure 4B ). When GR feedback is weak ( CD ≫ $ ), the adrenal 339 increases by about a factor of $ / " . However, if GR feedback is strong ( CD ≪ $ ), the 340 adrenal increases to a smaller extent, because less cortisol is required to inhibit ACTH to the 341 level required for precise adaptation. The smaller adrenal mass means a smaller dysregulation 342 of cortisol and ACTH after stress. Strong GR feedback therefore provides resilience to the HPA 343 axis against stress on the slow timescale. 344
We also tested the effects of variation in all other model parameters. We find that the 345 hormone production and removal rates affect baseline levels but not the dynamics on the 346 timescale of weeks. The parameters that do affect the timescale of weeks are the cell turnover 347 times. We find that the present results are found for wide variations in these parameters ( Figure  348 S2, Supplementary Information 2) . 349
Mass changes provide robustness and dynamic compensation to the HPA axis
Finally, we discuss potential advantages provided by the functional mass changes in 351 the HPA axis. The first advantage is organ size control for the corticotrophs and adrenal cortex. 352
The circuit provides a way for the cell populations to maintain their steady-state mass, by 353 balancing growth and removal. Growth and removal must be precisely balanced in order to 354 avoid aberrant growth or atrophy of the tissue. Thus, although the cells turn over, the feedback 355 through the hormones couples with the hormone trophic effects to set the masses at a functional 356
level. 357
The second beneficial feature is the robustness of the steady-state hormone levels with 358 respect to physiological parameters. The simple form of the equations for the masses C(t) and This robustness also makes the steady-state level of cortisol and ACTH independent of 371 total blood volume. This is because blood volume only enters through the production 372 parameters $ , % . These parameters describe the secretion rate per cell, and since hormone 373 concentration is distributed throughout the circulation, these parameters are inversely 374
proportional to blood volume (k " relates to the portal vein system that directly connects the 375 hypothalamus and pituitary, and not to total blood volume (Owens & Nemeroff, 1991) ). The 376 functional masses therefore adjust to stay proportional to blood volume. 377
The third feature of the present model is dynamical compensation, in which masses C 378 and A change to make the fast-timescale (minute-hour) response of the system to acute stress 379 inputs u invariant to changes in the production rates $ , % as well as several other model 380 parameters. A full analysis of dynamical compensation in the HPA axis is provided in the SI 381 ( Supplementary Information 3) . 382
Discussion
In this study we provide a mechanism to explain HPA axis dysregulation, based on the 384 effects of the hormones on the gland masses. These effects are well characterized but have not 385 been considered before on the systems level. We develop a minimal mathematical model that 386
includes gland mass changes, and show that it is sufficient to explain the observed 387 dysregulation following prolonged stress, alcohol abuse, anorexia and postpartum. 388
The blunted ACTH response which we study may have clinical implications that last 389 for weeks after stress is removed. One set of psychopathological implications is due to the fact 390 that ACTH secretion is tightly linked with the secretion of endogenous opioids such as β-391 endorphin. β-endorphin is cleaved from the same polypeptide as ACTH, the protein POMC 392 (Guillemin et al, 1977; Rivier et al, 1982; Hargreaves et al, 1987) . β-endorphin is secreted in 393 response to CRH from the anterior pituitary and from POMC-neurons in the hypothalamus. Its 394 secretion, like that of ACTH, is suppressed by cortisol (Lim et al, 1982) . β-endorphin is the 395 endogenous ligand of the mu-opioid receptor (MOR), the primary target of addictive drugs 396 such as morphine and heroin. It mediates euphoria and analgesia in humans and animals 397 that the dysregulation of β-endorphin, which we assume is similar to that of ACTH, persists 402 for many weeks after cessation of stress. It can therefore contribute to pain and anhedonia in 403 depression and addiction withdrawal. 404
The present mass model also provides insight into a physiological hallmark of several 405 psychiatric disorders: deficient GR feedback. Impaired GR feedback is implicated in 406 depression (De Kloet et al, 2005) , and several genetic and environmental factors have been 407 associated with this impaired feedback (Spijker & Van Rossum, 2009; Bet et al, 2009) . 408
Deficient GR feedback has been suggested to affect ultradian (Walker et al, 2010) and circadian 409 (Sriram et al, 2012b) HPA rhythms. We find that strong GR feedback (high GR affinity to 410 cortisol) can also work via functional mass dynamics on the timescale of weeks: it protects the 411 HPA axis from dysregulation after prolonged activation. Reduced GR feedback causes larger 412 dysregulation after prolonged stress. This effect is directly mediated by changes in adrenal and 413 corticotroph masses: strong feedback allows smaller changes of adrenal mass during the stress 414 period, and hence to a smaller dysregulation after stress is removed.
Since chronic stress can by itself lead to reduced GR sensitivity ("glucocorticoid 416 resistance") (Cohen et al, 2012) , the present findings suggest that prolonged stress makes the 417 HPA less resilient to the next prolonged stress. Perhaps this reduced resilience is relevant to 418 the progression of depressive episodes (Kendler et al, 2001) . 419
The interactions between functional masses and hormones which underlie the present 420 HPA axis dysregulation also provide exact adaptation to CRH and ACTH (Figure 3 receptor halfway-effect parameter. We model the combined receptor effects multiplicatively 456 so that " ( % ) = ( % ) ( % ), and $ ( % ) = ( % ). All parameters are provided in Table 1 . For high cortisol levels to induce strong resistance, we use the simple forms:
The second alternative slow process is a slow decrease in input, u. We considered an 478 exponentially decreasing input signal ( Figure S1 ). The third alternative process is a putative 479 slow decrease in cortisol clearance rate. To model this, we added a term D to the removal term 480
Because there is no well-characterized biological process that governs removal on the scale of 483 weeks, we use a putative description in which cortisol reduces its own removal rate by 484 increasing D : 485
All putative processes were provided with a month timescale, by setting > b = D = 487 jkl ($) %m e" . Simulation results are shown in the SI. 488
CRH test. 489
We modeled the CRH test by adding the following equation for the concentration of externally 490 administrated CRH, denoted "p : 491 "p = >Dq r ( ( ) − "p ) [18] 492
Where ( ) describes a dose D of external CRH injected at :dt and lasting a time W: 493 ( ) = u :dt < ≤ :dt + 0 ℎ 494 and the removal rate is >Dq r as described in (Saphier et al, 1992) . Extrinsically administrated 495 CRH causes the pituitary to secrete ACTH, as described by adding p to the intrinsic CRH 496 (units of p are set to have equal biological effect to CRH). Thus, Eq. 7 was modified to:
The dose D and pulse width W were calibrated to provide the observed mean CRH test results 499 in non-stressed control subjects, providing D=20 and W=30 min. 500
Proof for dysregulation of ACTH after cortisol normalization. 501
We briefly show how the model Eq. 6-10 provides ACTH dysregulation even after cortisol 502 normalizes. Consider a prolonged stressor, like the one presented in Figure 3A (that is, a pulse 503 increase in the input u). Since ACTH and CRH are adapt to the stressor, within hours after 504 withdrawal of the stressor, CRH and ACTH levels drop to below their pre-stressor baseline, 505 whereas cortisol remains above its pre-stressor baseline. CRH and cortisol recover 506 simultaneously over a few weeks because CRH dynamics depend only on cortisol and the input 507 u. It therefore remains to be shown that ACTH does not recover before cortisol. Since ACTH 508 recovers from below baseline $ < 1, it recovers with a positive temporal derivative
If (by negation) this happens before CRH and cortisol recover, we will come to a contradiction: 510 since CRH is below its baseline " < 1, C has a negative derivative due to Eq. 9; the derivative 511 of A is zero due to Eq 8. Because ACTH levels are approximately proportional to S € e S € (Eq. 512 15) we find that ACTH has a negative temporal derivative when it crosses its baseline •^€ •K < 0. 513
We come to a contradiction. We conclude that CRH and cortisol return to baseline before 514 ACTH does. 515
Cortisol can show normal fast-timescale response despite ACTH blunting. 516
We now use the HPA model Eq. 6-10 to show that when CRH and cortisol levels return to 517 baseline after stress (point IW in Figure 3 ), their entire dynamics in response to any fast-518 timescale input (such as a CRH test) normalize, even if ACTH responses have not yet 519 normalized. The mass of the adrenal cortex and pituitary corticotrophs at baseline is 520 denoted m , C m , and their size at the timepoint IW where cortisol and CRH first normalize ( % = 521 " = 1) is @ m , " m . Because cortisol and CRH are at baseline, and both are proportional to 522 the product of gland masses AC (Eq. 11-13), as noted above, one obtains @ > = 1. Replacing 523 $ … = > $ in Eq. 6-8 yields revised equations for the fast timescale dynamics: Note that Eq. [20-21] are the same as Eq. [6-8] when = m and = m , that is, they are 528 independent of @ , > . In addition, the initial conditions for the hormones are also independent 529 of @ , > , because % = " = 1 are at baseline, while $ , which is proportional to S € e † S S ‡ † S = 530 m S € m e S € ⋅ > , scales with > , so that $ …ˆ‰ is also independent of @ , > . We conclude that after 531 cortisol and CRH return to baseline, the fast timescale dynamics of cortisol and CRH to any 532 input (such as a CRH test) are equal to the dynamics before the stressor. In the simulations, 533 after CRH and cortisol have normalized for the first time, they only deviate from baseline 534 slightly (at most 9%), and so this consideration holds approximately for further times in the 535 scenario of Figure 3 . 
